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Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them

for the next grade level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice

and helps introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate

passages and exercises based on national standards for fourth grade to help ensure that children

master reading comprehension skills before progressing. Skill Builders combines entertaining and

interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun and effective.

The compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It features 80

perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key.
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My friend recommended this workbook when I was looking for a reading comprehension workbook

that could excite my daughter's interest in reading. This workbook is a great help because it

provides diverse skills needed in reading comprehension practice. In this book there are nearly 80

perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key. It includes entertaining and interactive activities

with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun and effective. It's aligned to national

standards for fourth graders, and contains appropriate passages and exercises. The differentiated

activity pages give kids the practice they need at a level that is perfect to help them master basic

reading comprehension skills necessary to succeed in fourth grade. For more practice, we simply



used the online writing exercises on the Beestar website. The worksheets are well-designed and

have interesting real-life questions for your child to practice. If you are like me, you will be surprised

that kids nowadays are pretty quick and smart in online learning.

I bought this book for my Son for summer school and he loves it. It's easy and self taught. My son

spends lots of time and seems to enjoy learning this way.... Homeschool may be better for my son

.... My son has even talked with me about it. ADHD plays a major role in helping to determine if this

type of education is a better learning activity then school. This will offer my son the ability to get

away from the bulling because he's so hyper and difficult at times because he's board.

Prime is amazing! Although I am not a spokesperson for them I just want to tell the world how

awesome it was to place this order under my trial  prime membership and be promised it would

arrive in two days, from the date of order, and it actually arrived on my doorstep on the date

promised and even earlier than promised!! The book had some scratches and dents from shipping I

suppose as there were no protective bubbles or anything in the box when opened but the content is

totally amazing and a challenge for my 8 1/2 year old son! Love it! Can't wait to get started

tomorrow. Would definitely recommend for all incoming 4th graders to prep for the school year!

I purchased this book for my son for the summer, to keep his mind going well on break. Majority of

the questions are pretty standard; however there are some that are not multiple choice which makes

it difficult to grade. All in all it's okay to keep the mind jogged. I would purchase the grade 5 for next

year.

bought for my son over the summer for practice.....it's easy to use and I don't need to do many

instructions, he can figure it out. I have him do one a day. Common Core puts alot of emphasis on

comprehension rather than just grammar rules.

A very nice layout. Good variety of text chosen for the book.

Wasn't aware they were mini books

Good for home schooling.
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